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Abstract-The star chromatic number x’(G), intrdduced by Vince [l], of a graph G = (V, E) is 
the least rational number k/d such that for V -P [k], the modular distance between the colors of any 
two adjacent vertices is at least d. We present an infinite family of triangle-free planar graphs and 
show that the star chromatic number of these graphs is 3. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
All graphs that we consider are simple, finite and undirected. For definitions and notation not 
defined here, see [2]. Let k and d be positive integers such that k 2 2d. Denote by [k] the set 
(($1,. . . , k - 1). A (k, d)-coloring of a graph G = (V, E) is a mapping c : V + [k] such that 
for each edge zy E E, Ic(x) - c(y)lk > d, where lz[k = min{lzl, k - lzl}. The star chromatic 
number of G, denoted by x*(G), is defined as x*(G) = inf{k/d : G has a (k, d)-coloring). This 
graph parameter was introduced by Vince [l] in 1988. By definition, a k-coloring of G is just 
a (k, 1)-coloring. Thus, the star chromatic number is a natural generalization of the chromatic 
number of a graph. It was proved that the infimum can be replaced by the minimum in the 
definition of x*(G). And furthermore, the definition can be rewritten as 
x*(G) = min 
{ 
2 : G has a (k,d)-coloring for 2d < k < IV(G)/}. 
It is clear that the above definition makes the calculation of x*(G) easier mainly because k is 
bounded. As for the relationship between x*(G) and x(G), it was shown in [1,3] that 
x(G) - 1 < x*(G) I x(G), i-e., x(G) = rx*(G)l. 
A homomorphism of a graph G to a graph H is an edge-preserving mapping f : V(G) --+ V(H) 
of the vertex sets, i.e., zy E E(G) implies f(z)f(y) E E(H). If such a mapping exists, we say G 
is homomorphic to H and write G H H. We say that the graphs G and H are homomorphically 
equivalent if both G H H and H H G. For a rational number k/d > 2, define the (k, d)-graph G$ 
by letting V(G) = [k] and E(G) = {ij : d < Ii - jl 5 k - d}. It was proved in [1,3] that a graph 
G is (k, d)-colorable if and only if there is a homomorphism from G to Gi. 
A wheel wk = (v, u1 , . . . , uk) is the graph consisting of a k-cycle Gk = (~1,. . . , uk) with a 
center vertex v adjacent to all vertices of ck. An edge incident to the center is called spoke; an 
edge not incident to the center is called rim. 
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We say that a graph G is triangle-free if G contains no K3 as its subgraph. For any triangle-free 
planar graph G, it is proved (cf. [4,5]) that G is 3-colorable, i.e., x(G) I 3. Obviously, for such 
a graph G, x*(G) 5 x(G) < 3. The aim of this short note is to show that the upper bound 
of x*(G) can be attained by infinitely many graphs. 
2. FAMILY OF TRIANGLE-FREE PLANAR GRAPHS 
In Vince’s paper [ 11, he asked for what graphs (besides odd cycles) have star chromatic numbers 
strictly between 2 and 3. Perhaps a large family of such graphs is the class of flowers (cf. [6,7]). 
Roughly speaking, a flower graph is the one obtained from a wheel by substituting each rim by a 
path of odd length longer than one. All flower graphs have star chromatic number less than B/3. 
Some variations of flowers that are still triangle-free planar were given in [B]. Also, it was shown 
that for some triangle-free graphs G, x*(G) > B/3. For example, two such graphs have star 
chromatic number 11/4, and the dodecahedron has star chromatic number 20/7 (see [B]). One 
might wonder that planar graphs without triangles would precisely be those with star chromatic 
number 2 5 x* < 3. It turns out that this is not the case, as shown below. 
We let Wl denote the triangle-free planar graph obtained from W, = (v, ‘WI,. . . , wn) by sub- 
dividing each spoke wwi by w: (i = 1,. . . , n). From the construction, Wz has (272 + 1) vertices 
and 3n edges. The graph Wl, with each face being a Cc, is shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. The triangle-free planar graph I+‘;. 
If n is even, then it is easily shown that I%‘: is homomorphic to C,. Clearly, C’s H W;. Thus, 
Wt and C’s are homomorphically equivalent if n is even. It follows that x*(W,‘) = x*(Cs) = 5/2, 
for an even integer n 2 4. 
In the following, we will show that x*(W,‘,+, ) = 3, for n 2 2. We begin by proving a series of 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. (i) x*(K,) = x(K,) = n, and (ii) ~*(C2~+1) = (2n + 1)/n. 
PROOF. This is an easy exercise. Also see [1,3]. I 
LEMMA 2. If G H H, then x*(G) 5 x*(H). In particular, if G is a subgraph of H, then 
x*(G) < x*(H). 
PROOF. Assume that x*(H) = k/d. Then H ++ Gf. Composing the two homomorphisms, 
G H Gf. Thus, G is (Ic,d)-colorable and x*(G) I k/d. I 
LEMMA 3. Let T = [(an - 2)/3J, where n 1 2. The triangle-free planar graph W&+, is not 
(3~ + 5, r + 2)-colorable. 
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PROOF. Suppose, by the contrary, that IV&+, is (3~ + 5,r + 2)-colorable. We let a mapping 
Cp : V(W&+,) -+ [3r + 51 be a (3r + 5, T + 2)-coloring of JV&+,. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that 4(v) = 0. Then, it is immediate to see that 
cp(?& E {r f 2, T + 3,. . . ,2r + 3}, for i E [2n + 11. 
For any vertex wi, (i E [2n + l]), we note that $(uQ) # 0. Otherwise, contracting two vertices II 
and ‘wi (into a new vertex ‘u o wi) induces a triangle (V o wi, wi+l, w:+~) whose star chromatic 
number is strictly less than 3. This is a contradiction (see Lemma 1). And moreover, $(wi) $ 
(r+2,r+3,..., 2r + 3). Otherwise, adding an edge ‘UT_U+ between two vertices v and wi induces 
a triangle (wJ~, wi, V) whose star chromatic number is strictly less than 3, a contradiction again. 
Therefore, we have that 
4(w) E (1,2, - * * , r+1,2r-t4,2r-t-5 ,..., 3r$4}, for i E [2n + 11. 
We let g1 = {1,2,..., r+l}, andgz = {2r-t-4,2r-t5,...,3r+4}. Since ]gr] = ]gz] = r+l, 
and uli is adjacent to uli+r, then wi and wi+l cannot be in g1 or $2 simultan~usly. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that 200 E 91, then wr E g2. By the same token, we can easily show 
that w2i E gr , for every i E [n + l], and wzi+r E $2, for every i f [n]. Because wg and 2~2% are 
adjacent, then we E gr forces wzn E 92. This contradicts with wsn E gr. Therefore, IV&+, is not 
(3r + 5, r + P)-colorable. i 
LEMMA 4. For any integer n > 2, let r = ](4n - 2)/3], then there exists no integer pair k and d 
satisfying the inequalities: 
3r + 5 
r+2 
,x<3, kI4n+3. 
PROOF. Suppose, by the contrary, that there exists an integer pair k and d satisfying the in- 
equalities. Then we have 
d< 
or d 5 T -t 2. Assume that d = (T + 2) - a, where a is an integer such that 0 5 u < T + 1. Prom 
k/d < 3, we have that k- < 3d = 3r + 6 - 3a. Prom (3~ + 5)/(r f 2) < k/d, we have that 
k, 3r+5 
-&r+2-~)=3~+6-3a+~-l. 
Therefore, we have the following inequalities: 
s-1&3(r+2)+3a<O. 
Because 0 I a 5 T + 1, then -1 I a/(r + 2) - 1 < 0. Thus, -1 < k - 3(r + 2) + 3a < 0. This 
implies that Ic is not an integer, contradicting the assumption. I 
THEOREM 1. For any integer n > 2, the triangle-free planar graph W&+, has star chromatic 
number 3. 
PROOF. For any integer n 2 2, let r = [(4n - 2)/3]. By Lemma 3, we know that W$B+, 
is not (3r f 5,r + 2)-colorable. By Lemma 4, there exists no integer pair Ic and d such that 
(3r + 5)/(r + 2) < $ < 3 and k 5 4n + 3. Thus, x*(W,‘,,,) 2 3. A bcoloring of W&+, can be 
easily given (in fact, it is proved that a planar graph containing no more than three triangles is 
always 3-colorable, see [4,5]). Hence, x*(W,‘,+,) = 3. 
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3. REMARK 
Let G be a triangle-free planar graph containing a W&+, as its subgraph, for some n 1 2. 
Then it is fairly easy to show that x*(G) = 3. Yet we don’t know whether or not W&+, is 
minimal in the sense that if a triangle-free planar graph G has star chromatic number 3, then G 
must contain a W&+, as its subgraph, for some n 1 2. Nevertheless, we will show that W&+, 
may be minimal in the weak sense that the Haj6s sum (defined below) of W&+, and W,Jm+l, for 
any n, m > 2, has star chromatic number strictly less than 3. 
Suppose that ab, cd are edges of W&+, and W&+, such that the endpoints of both edges 
have vertex-degree exactly 3. Let Wz, = W&+, V W&+, denote the Hajds sum of W&+, and 
W’ 2m+l, i.e., the graph obtained from W&+, and W&+, by identifying a and c, deleting the 
edges ab and cd, and adding an edge bd. As shown in Figure 2, a Haj6s sum W.& has an (11,4)- 
coloring, i.e., x*(W&) 5 11/4. It is straight-forward that for any n,m 2 2, Wzm H W.$, 
and C, H W,q,. Hence, we have 5/2 I x*(W&J < 11/4. These graphs can be modified a 
bit such that their star chromatic numbers are still strictly less than 3. It is worth pointing out 
that each graph is neither an odd cycle nor homomorphically equivalent to an odd cycle. These 
graphs are examples of what Vince asked for in one of his four open questions [l]. However, any 
(nice) characterization of planar graphs that has star chromatic number strictly between 2 and 3 
remains unknown. 
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Figure 2. An (11,4)-coloring of the triangle-free planar graph W&. 
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